
GTMailPlus is a secure, reliable, cloud-based service which enables essential business 
communications in an optimised manner. The web dashboard allows for the remote 
configuration and administration of vessels and is both airtime and hardware independent.

By integrating GTMailPlus with your office mail platform, you can benefit from:

GTMailPlus also allows you to use your company branded domain name onboard.

Integrate your vessel and office with GTMailPlus

GTMailPlus
Integrating Ship and Shore; securely and efficiently

As companies aim to build improved integration between their vessel and shore 
operations, they are adopting solutions not optimised for maritime. However, 
these solutions are not developed to cope with the challenges of the hostile 
maritime environment and various satellite communications configurations which 
can also compromise the level of security needed.

GTMailPlus allows for integration with solutions such as Microsoft365, 
GMail, Mimecast and more, whilst providing the stability, security and 
optimisation your vessels require.

Unifying your company 
communications

Encrypted communications
Efficiently work over various 
backup satcom systems

High levels of compression to 
reduce your data overhead

Enterprise grade security included as standard to keep malicious content away 
from your vessels



For more information about GTMailPlus or  
any of our other products, please get in touch:

UK T: +44 (0) 1925 818918   Singapore T: +65 6871 4820    
E:  sales@gtmaritime.com 

Benefits of integrating with GTMailPlus
GTMailPlus is optimised for use on volatile connections which allows for point of 
interruption failure. This means if a connection was to fail mid transfer, the data will pick  
up where it left off, whereas non-maritime solutions will retransmit resulting in delays  
and increased bandwidth being used to retransmit packets

Fully managed infrastructure 
provided by GTMaritime

Local vessel email server –  
can still communicate internally 
whilst offline

Fleet management and reporting 
from a centrally managed portal

Lower bandwidth required 
compared to non-maritime  
email as a stand-alone solution

GTMailPlus includes a suite of 
valuable applications optimised  
for the maritime industry 

Unlimited mailboxes with GTMailPlus 
compared with per user pricing on  
Microsoft365 and other solutions

Non-maritime email products result 
in higher connectivity costs and delays 
when used on backup connections

GTMailPlus only uses bandwidth 
during the duration of a data transfer 
connection unlike Microsoft365 and 
other solutions which uses bandwidth 
in an idle state

£$€

Benefits of being a GTMaritime Customer

24/7 technical support 
from ITIL trained engineers 
365 days a year.

Access to Knowledge Base; receive 
immediate access to help resolve any 
questions you may have, in addition 
to our dedicated support team who 
are available 24 hours a day.

Fleetwide management 
dashboard allowing for remote 
configuration and administration 
of vessels. Option to customise 
with own brand.

Free Compliance Maintenance 
Solution to ensure your GTMaritime 
software is automatically up to 
date; and IMO 2021 Cybersecurity 
guideline compliant across your fleet.


